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Abstract

Most cognitive models for human syllogistic reasoning aim to
explain an average reasoner, i.e., the responses given by ag-
gregating the response of the majority of reasoners. Studies
show that individuals can deviate a lot from this average rea-
soner. So far, there have been very few models to explain and
predict the responses of individual reasoner. In empirical stud-
ies, it can be observed that participants often rely on heuristic
strategies (System 1 processes) to solve syllogistic problems
but participants switch to analytical strategies (System 2 pro-
cesses) occasionally. The study by Tse et al. (2014) demon-
strated that inhibition of the matching heuristic is necessary to
switch to the analytical processes in conflict problems that the
output from the heuristic does not agree with that from analyt-
ical processes. This paper presents four mechanisms to incor-
porate individual differences in reasoning strategies and effect
induced by problem type of the syllogism in predictive com-
putational models built according to the mental model theory,
mReasoner, and verbal models theory. Among these models,
the composite model, which takes the highest accuracy model
for individual reasoner, can reach a median accuracy of 86% in
predicting the conclusions given by individual reasoner in the
study.
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Introduction
Consider the following syllogistic reasoning example:

All snakes are reptiles. [Premise 1]
No rabbit is a snake. [Premise 2]

Therefore, no rabbit is a reptile. [Conclusion]

For the example above, 93% of the 107 participants re-
sponded that the conclusion follows logically, which is
termed “the conclusion is valid” (Tse, Rı́os, Garcı́a-Madruga,
& Bajo-Molina, 2014). This example denotes a traditional
syllogistic deduction consisting of two premises, featuring
one of the four categorical quantifiers each (All, Some, No,
or Some ... not, which are usually abbreviated as A, I, E,
and O, respectively). Together, the two premises provide in-
formation about three terms (reptile, snake, rabbit), two of
which only occur in one of the premises – the so-called end-
terms, or the major terms (reptiles and rabbit). The goal of
syllogistic reasoning is to connect the information conveyed
by the premises, i.e. the categorical relationship between the
two end-terms and the middle term (i.e. the term which oc-
cur in both premises), to deduce the relationship between the
two end-terms. The middle term (also known as the minor

term) does not appear in the conclusion. In the example, in
addition to the premises, a conclusion candidate is presented
below the horizontal line for the reasoner to verify. The term
”mood” is used to describe the combination of the quantifiers
in the premises and conclusion. The example above is of the
mood AE-E for using the abbreviations above. A syllogism
can be not only by using the four quantifiers for each premise
and conclusion, the terms itself in the premises can be organ-
ised in four different ways, called figures:

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4

Premise 1 A-B B-A A-B B-A
Premise 2 B-C C-B C-B B-C

By replacing reptiles with A (or a), snakes with B (or b)
and rabbits with C (or c), the example above is a syllogism of
figure 2, and can be denoted by AE-E2 and the premises and
conclusion can be denoted by Aba, Ecb and Eca respectively.
There are 256 possible syllogisms (64 different mood times 4
different figures) but only 27 of them have at least one valid
conclusion.

Like many other common daily reasoning processes, hu-
mans tend to employ some heuristics when they want to solve
a syllogistic problem, unless under certain circumstances. As
proposed by Evans and his colleagues in the dual process-
ing theory (Wason & Evans, 1974; Evans, 2006, 2008, 2011;
Evans & Over, 2013), humans use the unconscious, intu-
itive, cognitive-resources-undemanding and rapid System 1
processes by default. The use of heuristics is among these
processes. The output from these processes can be prone to
biases arise from common sense, beliefs and previous expe-
rience. A classic example in human syllogistic reasoning is
the belief bias effect that humans tend to accept more (in-
valid) conclusions which agree with their own beliefs and
prior knowledge than otherwise (Morley, Evans, & Handley,
2004). However, humans can switch to the System 2 pro-
cesses which are conscious, analytical, cognitive-demanding
and rule-based under specific conditions, such as when they
are told to solve the problems carefully (Evans, 2007).

Another example to illustrate dual processing processes in
reasoning is the use of the matching heuristic to solve syllo-
gistic problems. Humans choose the conclusion quantifier
which matches the quantifier of the premise with a lower



number of entities, i.e. the more ”conservative” premise,
favouring the order E > O = I >> A. Therefore, the con-
clusion quantifier is the same as (matches) at least one of the
premise’ quantifiers. Therefore, for the AE example above,
humans tend to accept or produce the E-conclusion (No A-
C or No C-A conclusion). As mentioned, 93% of the par-
ticipants accepted that the conclusion followed from the two
premises but the conclusion is indeed invalid. That means,
only 7% of the participants made the correct response – to
reject the conclusion. The matching heuristic is syntactic in
nature as it involves merely “matching” the conclusion quan-
tifier with quantifiers of the two premises. Unlike the belief
bias effect that the heuristic depends on the semantic of the
conclusion, reasoners do not have to process the semantic in-
formation (i.e., reptiles, snakes, rabbits) in the premises and
the conclusion when using the matching heuristic.

The matching heuristic is one out of 12 cognitive theo-
ries that aim to explain the aggregated response of partici-
pants in syllogistic reasoning and many of the 12 theories
can cover a large number of responses given (Khemlani &
Johnson-Laird, 2012). In this paper, we will extend a previ-
ous analysis conducted by Riesterer, Brand, and Ragni (2020)
and Bischofberger and Ragni (2020) that focused on predict-
ing individual reasoner, to test if incorporating individual rea-
soner’s strategy change from system 1 to system 2 processes
during reasoning can yield an adapted model of these theories
with better predictive power.

The paper is structured as follows: In the next section we
will introduce the data from the study by Tse et al. (2014)
cognitive models on syllogistic reasoning. We will introduce
how we adapted the models in Section 3 and report the re-
sults in Section 4, followed by a discussion (Section 5) which
concludes the paper.

The Data
The data are from the study by Tse et al. (2014). 107 students
from the University of Granada (mean age = 22.34 years, SD
= 4.43; 89 females and 18 males) participated in the experi-
ment. They were rewarded with course credits. The exper-
iment was conducted in Spanish. The participants were all
native speakers of Spanish and did not have any training in
logic before.

Each participant had to judge the validity of 16 syllogisms,
with each followed by a lexical decision task. The syllo-
gisms were chosen to test the interplay between the use of
matching heuristics (system 1 processes) and analytical strat-
egy (system 2 processes). Therefore, conflict problems which
are either match-invalid (the conclusion quantifier matches
with the quantifier of the more conservative premise but it
is logically invalid) or mismatch-valid (the conclusion does
not agree with the matching heuristic but it is logically valid)
and no-conflict problems which are either match-valid and
mismatch-invalid were constructed. That means, participants
can reach the same conclusion (accepting the conclusion) for
no-conflict problems using both the matching heuristic or the

analytical strategy; but for the conflict problems, participants
have to inhibit the use of the matching heuristic (System 1
non-analytical default approach) and switch to the analytical
strategy (System 2). Due to the aforementioned constraint,
the only possible options are AE, EA and AA problems which
allow the construction of conflict and no-conflict problems.
AA problems were not chosen as the two premises have the
same quantifier and the matching heuristic is based on match-
ing the conclusion qualifier with the premise quantifiers. The
syllogisms with the E conclusion were used as the matched
syllogisms (AE-E and EA-E) while syllogisms with the O
conclusion were used as the mismatched syllogisms (AE-O
and EA-O). In order to prevent participants from guessing
the experimental manipulation and as only one of the AE-O2
and EA-O1 syllogisms are invalid (it is not possible to have
two mismatch-invalid AE-O and EA-O syllogisms), the AE-
A1 and EA-A2 syllogisms were included as fillers to replace
a AE-O and EA-O syllogism respectively. There were eight
conflict problems, six no-conflict problems and two fillers,
see Table 1. Half of the syllogisms (i.e. eight) had a valid
conclusion while the other half were invalid.

Table 1: Types of problem used in the experiment Tse et al.
(2014).

Problem Type Conclusion Type Syllogism

8 Conflict Problems 4 Match-invalid 2 AE–E2
(multiple-model) 2 EA–E1

4 Mismatch-valid 2 AE–O1
2 EA–O2

6 No-conflict Problems 4 Match-valid 2 AE–E1
(single-model) 2 EA–E2

2 Mismatch-invalid AE–O2
EA–O1

2 fillers invalid AE–A1
EA–A2

In the lexical decision task (LDT) after each syllogistic
problem, participants were asked to judge whether 24 letter
strings were real words in Spanish or not one by one. Half of
them (i.e. twelve) were non-words while the other half were
words in Spanish, with six of them related to the two terms in
the conclusion while the other six were unrelated to the terms
in the syllogisms.

The Predictive Model Task & Individualization
We use the CCOBRA-framework1 to ensure a modeling eval-
uation standard as proposed by Riesterer et al. (2020). The
model has then to predict the conclusion which should be
drawn by the individual participant, before the he/she re-
sponds. In a predictive analysis, cognitive models need to
be able to adapt to the individual they need to predict. This is
in most cases done by a parameter optimization process.

1https://github.com/CognitiveComputationLab/ccobra



CCOBRA uses a leave-one-out cross validation method
and each test run generates automatically both the test- and
training data. The output (the predicted response) from the
model is then compared with participant’s response.

Figure 1: CCOBRA a system to evaluate the predictive accu-
racy of models.

To capture individual differences, the parameters of the im-
plemented models have to be fitted to an individual. The
best fit is determined by iterating over the prediction-response
pairs and performing a grid search over the parameter space
of the individual models. The parameter optimization for
each individual is done before the actual prediction of the an-
swers and therefore evaluate the overall ability of the model
to account for individual data.

Cognitive Models
For an in-depth presentation of the existing cognitive models
see (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012). We will present here
briefly 3 core theories for System 2 (mental model theory,
mReasoner, verbal models theory) that our models are based
on.

Mental Model Theory
The mental model theory (MMT) (Johnson-Laird & Philip,
1983) postulates that people draw inferences with the help of
mental models. A mental model consists of abstract tokens
that reflect the situation asserted by the premises. For exam-
ple, a (or an initial) mental model of the syllogism All A are
B. No B are C can be:

a b
a b

¬ b c
¬ b c

A conclusion is either drawn based on the initial mental
model or refuted with a search of alternative models. This im-
plementation is based on a formalization of the classical the-
ory of mental models (Sugimoto, Sato, & Nakayama, 2013)
with some parameter adjustments (Bischofberger & Ragni,

2020). A parameter determines how likely certain individu-
als search for alternative models (i.e. search for counterex-
amples). Thus, the implementation can distinguish between
people who consider alternative models and those who do not.

mReasoner
mReasoner (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2013) is a more
powerful model that follows the assumptions of the mental
model theory. The construction of the initial mental model
is individualized by two parameters. The size of the initial
model is controlled through the parameter λ and the com-
pleteness of the encoded information is determined with the
parameter ε. Conclusions are generated with heuristics and
validated by the mental model. The parameter σ specifies the
probability that individuals seek counterexamples after for-
mulating a tentative conclusion. Furthermore, a parameter ω

determines if falsified conclusions are weakened. Weakened
conclusions are also validated with a search for counterexam-
ples.

Verbal Models Theory
The verbal models theory (Polk & Newell, 1995) assumes
that syllogistic reasoning is fundamentally verbal. The model
implements multiple parameters that allow high adaptability
to an individual. The relations of the premises are encoded
into a mental model. Identifying tokens mark more easily ac-
cessible information that are derived from the subject of the
premises. A conclusion is formulated from the marked to-
kens. If the program cannot formulate a conclusion, the men-
tal model is reencoded. For this purpose, additional infor-
mation is extracted from non-identifying tokens. Depending
on the type of premise, internal parametrization, and refer-
ence token, a new premise is formulated to extend the mental
model. The process is repeated until a conclusion can be for-
mulated or reencoding fails. In the latter case, the program
returns no valid conclusion (NVC).

Making Cognitive Models Adaptive
The cognitive models we just presented need to be made
adaptive to predict individual reasoner in the aforementioned
CCOBRA-framework. In the following, we describe four
mechanisms on how the three models were made adaptive to
the response of individual participant.

Probability for searching for counterexamples is
adjusted individually
The first set of models are adjusted to model individual rea-
soning behaviour. To achieve this, parameter settings of the
three theories (MMT, mReasoner, Verbal Models) were fitted
to individual responses using CCOBRA. The flow structure
is shown in Figure 2. In this adaption process, the possible
effect of matching bias on reasoning, effect of problem type
(conflict vs. no-conflict) and individual reasoning strategy
(System 1 vs. System 2 processes) were not implemented.
Therefore, these models adjust their internal parameterization



according to the response(s) of individual participant. The pa-
rameters are updated according to whether a participant just
accept the initial conclusion or try to search for counterexam-
ples. The probability for searching for counterexamples (i.e.
the System 2 processing) of a participant would be higher if
that particular participant gave more System 2 responses, i.e.
a higher likelihood of System 2 responses.

Syllogism

Initial 
conclusion 
(System 1)

Verbal 
Reasoner

MMT

mReasoner

Search for 
counterexamples 

(System 2)

Respond

Figure 2: System 2 through individually adjusted probabili-
ties

Probability for searching for counterexamples
according to the selective processing model

The critical difference between conflict and no-conflict prob-
lems in the (Tse et al., 2014) study is that for no-conflict
problems, participants can get the correct responses by either
System 1 or System 2 processes (as the conclusions are con-
gruent with the output from the matching heuristic); while
for the conflict problems, participants must switch to Sys-
tem 2 processes in order to get the correct responses (as the
conclusions are incongruent with the output from the match-
ing heuristic). To resolve conflicts between the outputs from
System 1 and System 2 processes in conflict-problems, the
selective processing model (Evans, 2000) is generalized so
that a conclusion is accepted as soon as there is at least one
mental model (initial or alternative) that supports it. Origi-
nally selective processing is used in belief bias study to for
the conflict between the belief bias and validity of the con-
clusion; while we have adapted it for the conflict resolution
between the matching bias and validity of the conclusion. For
match-invalid and match-valid syllogisms alternative models
are not searched because the initial model (System 1) already
support the given conclusion. In mismatch-problems alterna-
tive models (considered as the analytical System 2 processes)
are searched. These set of models do not take into account
individual differences, it focused on the property of the syllo-
gisms.

Probability for searching for counterexamples is
adjusted according to individual strategy and the
selective processing model
These models take into account the response time of the par-
ticipants to the syllogistic tasks and the results of the subse-
quent lexical decision task when predicting whether the par-
ticipant would search for alternative models for MMT and
mReasoner or reencode the mental models for verbal models.
After an initial mental model is constructed by the respec-
tive cognitive model, the tentative conclusion is returned or
refuted depending on the individual. If the response time of
a particular trial is above a specified threshold (9000 ms in
the implementation) and the semantic priming effect is di-
minished (the difference between the response times of the
unrelated words and related words is smaller than 15 ms in
the lexical decision task) the model tends to refute the ini-
tial conclusion (System 2 processes). For switching to Sys-
tem 2 processes, a longer response time is expected as Sys-
tem 2 processes are cognitive resources demanding and it also
takes time to inhibit the output from System 1 processes. The
missing of semantic priming effect indicates the inhibition of
the heuristic (bias) processes (Tse et al., 2014; De Neys &
Franssens, 2009). The threshold values were chosen based
on evaluation results after a few tests.

The parameters of the respective theories are adjusted ac-
cording to the behavioral information (response time and
priming effect) to implement switches between System 1 and
System 2. Additionally, the parameter settings are individu-
alized (see ”Probability for searching for counterexamples is
adjusted individually” section) to ensure high predictive ac-
curacy outside the threshold conditions.

The search for alternative models in the MMT and mRea-
soner models incorporated also the aforementioned selective
processing model method. An overview over the reasoning
process is shown in Figure 3.

Additive probability model
Another model that can describe the conflict between heuris-
tic and analytic processes is the additive probability model
(Evans, 2007). In this model, the underlying cognitive pro-
cess is separated by an heuristic process and an analytical
one. This implementation uses individual strategy (as men-
tioned in the previous paragraph) to determine from which
process the predictions are computed. If the response time of
the syllogistic task was low or the semantic priming effect oc-
curred (in the LDT), a heuristic process computes the answer.
In this case, a parameter determines if an answer consistent
with the matching hypothesis is returned or the conclusion
is blindly accepted. The analytical process is modeled using
the mReasoner. Depending on the internal parameters of an
individual, a conclusion can be either accepted or rejected.
The selective processing model is not implemented here. For
instance, selective processing always predicts acceptance of
the conclusion in match-invalid syllogisms. That is because
System 1 processes support the given conclusion. Without
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Figure 3: Alternative model search with individual strategy
and selective processing.

selective processing there is an individual chance for System
2 processes for those syllogisms in this mechanism.

Composite Model
The previous models each describe individual strategies and
theories of how people resolve conflicts between analytic and
heuristic responses. While the previous models and exten-
sions already implement individual differences, some models
represent an individual’s reasoning process better than others.
To take advantage of the strengths of each model, a composite
model was implemented. The composite model predicts the
participants’ responses based on the model that could achieve
the highest accuracy for that person.

Evaluation and Discussion
Adaptive processes described in the last section were imple-
mented in the three cognitive models built according to the
mental model theory, mReasoner, and verbal models theory
and were then evaluated in CCOBRA. To compare the over-
all performance, state-of-the-art models, inclduing PSYCOP,
Matching, Conversion, and PHM; and two benchmark mod-
els, Uniform and Most Frequent Answer (MFA), were added.
The Uniform Model assumes a uniform distribution over the
set of responses. Any cognitive model should recognize basic
patterns in the data set and outperform this model. Due to the
noise in the data, it is unrealistic to assume that the models
can perfectly predict participants’ responses. Therefore, the
MFA model serves as an empirical upper bound for models
that do not implement inter-individual differences. The MFA
returns the most frequent response given by the participants
for each syllogism. A higher predictive power than MFA in-
dicates that the specific models are able to capture different

strategies of individuals (Riesterer et al., 2020).
Figure 4 shows the predictive power of the models. All

models, except PSYCOP, make more accurate predictions
than the uniform model and are therefore able to capture some
properties of the data set. The low performance of PSY-
COP is due to the high number of possible predictions for
the syllogisms and the lack of adaptation to individuals in
the implementation. The heuristic models PHM and Conver-
sion achieve prediction accuracies of about 55%. The mental
model theory and verbal models theory can predict 62% and
66% of the responses, respectively. Without individual strate-
gies, the search for alternative models (counterexamples) is
randomly determined and this leads to comparatively poor re-
sults. The matching heuristic, as well as atmosphere, achieve
a prediction accuracy of 79%. Since many participants rarely
considered alternative models, the accuracy of these heuris-
tics is comparatively high. Moreover, these heuristics can
perfectly replicate the answers for some participants as the
experimental materials were designed to test the matching
heuristic. Matching hypothesis is a modified version of the at-
mosphere hypothesis and thus the results of these two heuris-
tics were expected to be similar.

The adaptive models all achieve higher accuracies than
their static implementations. While the adaptive implemen-
tation of the verbal models is able to predict 68% of the data
correctly, the adaptive version of mental model theory can
achieve 77% accuracy. However, both of them cannot outper-
form the matching heuristic model. The adaptive implemen-
tation of mReasoner (80%) is able to outperform that of at-
mosphere and matching heuristics, and almost achieves MFA
benchmark accuracy (81%).

The selective processing model achieves the same accu-
racy as the MFA benchmark. Although individual differences
was not implemented in this model, it is able to predict most
responses in the dataset, as well as the most frequent an-
swers for a syllogism. The verbal models theory with indi-
vidual strategy implemented (58%) performs worse than the
static implementation. Although the re-encoding process of
this theory relies on semantic processes, the participants’ re-
sponse times, as well as the results of the lexical decision
task, cannot improve the predictive accuracy. The adaptive
implementation of mReasoner and MMT with selective pro-
cessing can outperform the results of the MFA. mReasoner
with adaptive parameters and selective processing achieves
84% accuracy and MMT 81%. Thus, parameters of these
models be adapted with individual strategies of the partici-
pants to obtain a better predictive power. They can capture
individual responses and do not merely predict the majority
response (average reasoner).

The additive probability model (80%) has about the same
predictive power as the MFA model. Although the overall
performance is worse compared to the other models, the per-
formance of fewer participants can be improved. The com-
posite model achieves a median accuracy of about 86%. The
verbal models performs worse than MMT and mReasoner, in-



Figure 4: The predictive accuracies of the adjusted models and state-of-the-art models as given in Khemlani and Johnson-Laird
(2012)

cluding the adaptive version. The mReasoner obtains the best
performance in general. Comparing the four mechanisms, the
cognitive models with individual strategy and selective pro-
cessing implemented obtain the best results. Also, the mod-
els with individual strategy (based on the LDT and response
times of the syllogisms) perform almost the same as those
with the selective processing model.

In summary, the results demonstrate that incorporating in-
dividual strategies and effect of problem types can improve
the performance of cognitive models to predict the responses
of individual reasoners. This shows that the integration can
improve state-of-the-art models to predict the responses of in-
dividual reasoner substantially and surpasses the MFA bench-
mark. Finding more optimized ways to integrate individual
properties of a participant such as using results from the LDT
and the response times to estimate individual strategy in rea-
soning, and to identify more individual differences can push
the models to predict individual reasoners even further.
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